
TYPES OF INVESTIGATORY PROJECT

Broad subjects for investigatory projects include biology, chemistry, the For students interested in space, they could
research what types of stars reside in the .

But what happens if you don't have ice? It shows the input, intervention and output of the study. These are
practical investigations carried out by an individual or a group of students. But what if you could clean that oil
and use it over and over again? Since the same method is used to get energy from many fruits and chemicals,
this project has many names. Know of an awesome investigatory project that's not on the list, like wireless
electricity or cheaper x-ray machines? It may be presented in two forms namely: through table or graph. Is
there any general pattern of seed germination with regard to pH ranges? Investigate only one factor at a time
and never allow yourself to be side-tracked. Finally, I decided to test it anyway. Both electrodes must have the
maximum possible surface contact with salt water. At this time, if all the connections are secure and the
electrodes are large enough, you should get a light. Introduction and Its Background The Introduction is about
one page only wherein it includes the background of the study and its rationale. Make electricity science kit
contains all material that you need in order to successfully experiment making electricity by a chemical
reaction. Normal maximum permissible limit of pH for our life and health is 6. Remember that time may be
too short for follow-up and any fascinating secondary aspects that you may come across. However, such paper
has not been qualitatively tested. Generate, analyse and interpret the data and draw conclusions. Convert
Chemical energy to electrical energy 3. Your sample should be valid and reliable. Petridishes of 7. Inventory
of birds in your locality, their ecological role as scavangers, pollinators, etc. Following are some of the other
names or titles for this project: 1. You interpret the data according to what had been quantified and measured.
Make electricity kit can make it easy for you to complete your project. Observation Observe the slide under
microscope and count the number of total organisms B by moving the slide from one corner of the cover slip
to another horizontally as well as vertically till the entire sample under the cover slip is completed. Identify
and quantify phytoplanktonic forms present in an aquatic ecosystem. The science of the mind can be just as
interesting. Fruit power or fruit battery 2. For more information and additional photos, be sure to check out the
King of Random's full tutorial. Did you observe any relationship among time period, seed germination and pH
range? It almost sounds like a magic trick. Focus on their economic importance especially their medicinal
importance collect samples for herbarium preparation. A cup is relatively small. Introduction: We all know
that the world is now facing an energy crisis and everyone is trying to do something about that. Water for
drinking should have a BOD less than 1. Students could test what sports and soft drinks do to teeth. Loosen
the screw on both contacts of the bulb holder. The same way that you burn wood and make heat energy, you
should be able to burn metals and get electricity or electrical energy. What I know is that it is worth to try.
Students can explore how effective their bathroom exhausts are at removing moisture, or perhaps they could
demonstrate how different household foods or chemicals attract or repel pests. Cassava peelings, on the other
hand, are thrown as trash in bakeries or restaurants if not recycled as compost.


